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INTRODUCTION

On 15 March 2020, South African President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a National State of Disaster in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Eight days later, he announced a nationwide lockdown, starting on 27 March 2020. On 25 March, 2 days before the lockdown began, the Government declared that all tobacco and vaping products were considered non-essential, and therefore prohibited the sale of these products during the lockdown. The Government’s reason for the ban stemmed from concerns about the risk of COVID-19 transmission from people sharing cigarettes/tobacco pipes, and the presumption that smokers are more likely to develop serious illnesses when infected with COVID-19, thereby overwhelming the health sector.

On 23 April, President Ramaphosa announced a phased approach to ending the lockdown. The president indicated that the lockdown conditions would be eased slightly on 1 May, as the country moved from lockdown level 5 to level 4. The president announced that the tobacco and vaping product sales ban would be lifted on 1 May, but this decision was reversed a few days later. In response to Government’s decision to continue the prohibition on tobacco sales, the representative body of most domestic tobacco producers, the Fair-Trade Independent Tobacco Association (FITA), filed a lawsuit against the South African Government in the Pretoria High Court in early May. FITA’s case—arguing that cigarettes are addictive and should thus be regarded as essential products—was rejected by the court. The case did, however, result in the reinterpretation of the level 4 amendment to the lockdown regulations, which permitted tobacco manufacturers to produce for the export market. In early June, after the country moved to lockdown level 3 and the tobacco sales ban was again not lifted, British American Tobacco (BAT) filed a lawsuit in the Western Cape High Court on the grounds that the ban was ‘unconstitutional’. The case was heard in early August. Before the verdict could be announced, the president announced that the tobacco sales ban would be lifted as the country moved from lockdown level 3 to level 2 on 17 August 2020.

Botswana and India are the only other countries to have banned tobacco sales as part of their COVID-19 response. The sales bans in Botswana and India were lifted after 12 weeks and 6 weeks, respectively. In South Africa, the sales ban lasted 5 months. The only other country that has banned the sale of tobacco (unrelated to COVID-19) is Bhutan, which has had a ban since 2004, although they have allowed small quantities of tobacco to be imported for personal consumption. South Africa’s experience during lockdown thus provides a rare case study of a tobacco sales ban, although temporary, at a national level.

Since 2009, an ‘endgame strategy’ literature, much of which has been published in Tobacco Control, has developed. While the options for such a strategy are still being debated, a ban on the sale of cigarettes features prominently in this literature. The sales ban literature, acknowledging that a sales ban is a radical and unprecedented step, sets out preconditions for it to be successful. For example, smoking prevalence should be low (typically less than 10%), smokers should be encouraged to quit smoking and supported in their attempts and there should be a long lead-in time before the ban becomes effective. Opponents of a sales ban argue that it would encourage illicit trade. Proponents of a sales ban counter these objections on the grounds that the threat of illicit trade and the size of the illicit market are often exaggerated. In addition, they...
acknowledge that while some illicit sales are likely to occur, the public health consequences of an increase in the size of the illicit market are likely to be less detrimental than the status quo.  

In this paper, we analyse a novel survey of cigarette smokers during a 5-month cigarette sales ban, to assess how the ban impacted smoking behaviour. We use the South African experience to inform endgame planning.

METHODOLOGY

A self-administered online survey was conducted among smokers between 4 and 19 June 2020. The survey was completed by people aged 18 and older who were regular cigarette smokers (at least one cigarette per day) the week before the cigarette sales ban was announced. Other tobacco products and electronic cigarettes were not covered in the survey because they make up a minuscule proportion of the nicotine market.

The questionnaire included questions about smoking behaviour before and during the sales ban period, information on stocking up before the lockdown, quitting behaviour during the lockdown and demographic information. Respondents also reported their perceptions on various lockdown policies. The questionnaire and data are available at https://www.datafirst.uct.ac.za/dataportal/index.php/catalog

The survey was developed and hosted on the SurveyMonkey website. We used Twitter and a petition site (www.change.org) to publicise the survey. It was also hosted on Moya Messenger, a data-free/airtime-free instant messaging service, and costs were covered as part of the survey set-up. Using the data-free platform allowed us to target lower income respondents. Participation was encouraged by offering respondents the opportunity to win a prize. Only one response was allowed per device.

In total, 34 321 respondents started the survey. These responses were cleaned (removal of under 18s, non-smokers, incomplete responses, outliers, and so on), leaving 23 631 analysable observations. There were 204 respondents who did not complete the survey, but provided sufficient information to be included in the quitting analysis. For all other analyses, we use only the respondents who completed the survey.

We noted several price outliers which indicated that errors had been made in response to the price questions. Where obvious errors were observed, a set of correction rules was followed. A detailed description of these rules is outlined in the report Smoking and quitting behaviour in lockdown South Africa: results from a second survey.

Because smoking and quitting behaviours in South Africa have distinct ethnic and gender dimensions, our results are disaggregated by ethnicity and gender. Under apartheid, people were classified into four main groups, namely Black/African (henceforth ‘African’), Coloured, Indian and White. In South Africa, ‘Coloured’ is a non-discriminatory term that refers to people with a mixed (typically San, Khoi, White, African and Malaysian) ethnic heritage. Socioeconomic differences in South Africa still have very pronounced ethnic dimensions.

RESULTS

The sample consists of 38% males and 61% females (table 1). Whites represent around 57% of the sample, followed by Coloured (18%), Africans (13%) and Indians (5%). Most respondents have either completed high school or have a tertiary qualification. The average level of education of respondents is substantially higher than that of the overall South African population.

Table 1 shows that 27% of smokers in the sample attempted to quit smoking cigarettes during lockdown. Of these, 33% were successful. Thus, approximately 9% (27% × 33%) of all respondents reported quitting successfully, following the introduction of the sales ban. Except for Africans, males of all ethnic groups have reportedly been more successful at quitting than females (table 2). There are substantial ethnic differences in quitting attempts and success, with Africans being more likely to quit than the other ethnic groups. More than 70% of successful quitters intended to remain abstinent after the sales ban.

More than 70% of respondents who quit did so during the first 6 weeks of lockdown (not shown in the tables). Relatively few respondents quit in the subsequent 6 weeks. The single most important reason for attempting to quit was that cigarettes became too expensive during lockdown (57%), followed by not being able to find cigarettes (14%). Only 11% of respondents attempted to quit because they felt motivated by the ban per se. Respondents who successfully quit during lockdown smoked an average of 8 cigarettes per day before lockdown, substantially fewer than the 16 cigarettes smoked per day by respondents who said they did not quit.

About 93% of the respondents who continued smoking during lockdown indicated that they purchased cigarettes during the lockdown.

The retail market for cigarettes changed substantially before and during the lockdown (figure 1). Before the ban, 70% of respondents purchased cigarettes through formal channels, namely retail outlets (53%), petrol stations (7%), tobacco shops (5%) and wholesalers (5%). During lockdown, however, purchases from formal outlets were negligible. The most important outlet types in our sample during lockdown were ‘through friends/family’ (27%), spaza shops (small, informal convenience retail outlets) (25%) and street vendors (11%).

Table 3 shows that the average reported per-cigarette price increased from R1.63 (roughly US$0.10) before ban to R5.69 (roughly US$0.35) in June 2020, an increase of nearly 250%. The dispersion of prices also changed considerably. Before the ban, the SD in the price of individual brands was R0.55 per stick, but this increased to roughly R2.70 during the ban.

The average price of non-multinational corporation (non-MNC) cigarettes (R1.00) was substantially lower than the average price of MNC cigarettes (R1.90) before the ban. During

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnic group</th>
<th>Proportion of sample</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>3151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Indian</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coloured</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>4203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>13 348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other and Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>1831</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Descriptive statistics
the ban, the average price of non-MNC brands increased to R5.57 (457% increase) while the average price of MNC brands rose to R6.30 per cigarette (232% increase).

Table 4 indicates the shares of the most prevalent cigarette manufacturers before and during the sales ban. For this analysis, we weight each response by the reported number of cigarettes smoked daily by him/her in each time period.

The distribution of producers in the sample (derived from reported brands) changed dramatically. Before the ban, the top four producers produced 87% of the cigarettes consumed by respondents (Table 4). After the sales ban, this same market share (87%) is made up of eight producers, indicating that the market has become substantially less concentrated during the sales ban. MNCs (ie, BAT, Philip Morris International and Japan Tobacco International) dominated the market prior to the ban, but there were no MNCs in the top five manufacturers in June 2020. In fact, all three MNCs lost substantial market share among our sample during the ban while the market shares of the non-MNCs
increased. Before the lockdown, 75% of respondents smoked brands produced by MNCs, which decreased to 17% when the survey was conducted in June 2020.

**DISCUSSION**

The intention of the tobacco sales ban was to reduce smoking prevalence. Nine per cent of respondents quit smoking. Most of these quitters (70%) indicated that they wished to remain abstinent after the ban. The positive public health consequences of the sales ban should be weighed up against the reality that most continuing smokers were able to access cigarettes on the illicit market.

Even before the sales ban, the illicit market was booming. We believe that creating a situation where manufacturers/traders operated exclusively illicitly for an extended period of time gave them an opportunity to develop new and creative illicit distribution channels, making it likely that these distribution channels will be hard to eradicate after the ban.

Besides this, the structure of the South African cigarette market changed dramatically during the ban, as the hold of the MNCs weakened and the local manufacturers increased their share of the market. Economic theory suggests that the changing market structure could result in lower average cigarette prices as companies compete for market share, with detrimental public health consequences.

Furthermore, the shifting power balance away from the MNCs towards the smaller, less sophisticated local/regional producers is not likely to improve government’s scope for furthering the tobacco control agenda in South Africa. Despite MNCs throughout the world have a long record of interfering with government and influencing national tobacco control narratives, we believe that this is not the case in South Africa anymore. In recent years, the large role played by the multinationals in undermining South African institutions, like the South African Revenue Service (SARS), has been publicly exposed. This has diminished their credibility and influence in the policy space, even before the lockdown.

Ultimately, whether one perceives the effect of the ban as positive or negative depends on the relative weight that one places on the number of successful quitters versus the increase in illicit trade. While we do not assess the impact of the sales ban on the spread of COVID-19, or the public health burden during the crisis, we believe that our results can contribute to the endgame literature. We make two contributions with this paper.

First, we argue that South Africa should not be used as a case study either to support or refute the idea of using a sales ban as part of an effective endgame strategy, because the preconditions...
required for a successful sales ban were not in place. Second, given the evidence that the majority of smokers continued to purchase cigarettes despite the ban, the South African experience illustrates the importance of taking the supply side (especially controls on illicit trade) into consideration.

As theorised by Smith and Malone, smoking prevalence should be low—less than 10%—by the time a sales ban is instituted. South Africa’s preban smoking prevalence of around 20% is therefore too high for a comprehensive sales ban to have been successful.

Current endgame literature also argues that a sales ban should be announced well in advance of implementation, giving smokers time to quit. In South Africa, smokers had 2 days warning. Other than pre-existing telephonic quit lines, there was no additional cessation support given to smokers during the ban.

The current preconditions for a successful sales ban, discussed in the endgame literature, focus primarily on the demand side. Because they assume that smoking prevalence will be low by the time a sales ban is implemented, proponents of a sales ban pay little attention to the supply side beyond acknowledging that any policy that restricts supply may lead to increased illicit trade. Even so, increases in illicit trade are seen as a small price to pay to abolish the sale of a lethal product, especially when the precondition of low prevalence is met.

Rather than addressing the threat of illicit trade by assuming that prevalence will be low at the time a sales ban is instituted, endgame strategists ought to address the issue directly by adding supply-side factors to the existing list of preconditions for a successful sales ban.

The illicit cigarette market should be under control before a ban is implemented. In South Africa, illicit cigarettes comprised around a third of all cigarette sales before the ban came into effect, and distribution channels for illicit cigarettes were therefore well established. It could have been predicted that the existing illicit market would continue to operate, and in fact flourish, during the lockdown if no significant interventions were implemented. The sales ban substantially increased the presence of cigarette brands that, before ban, were mostly sold at prices indicating that they were illicit (tax unpaid). Companies that, before lockdown, had been selling cigarettes through informal and often illicit distribution channels had a significant advantage over companies that sold their cigarettes mostly through formal channels.

South Africa’s capacity to contain the illicit cigarette trade has been under strain in recent years. The then commissioner of SARS abolished the specialised units aimed at fighting illicit trade in 2015 and 2016 on spurious allegations of wrongdoing. This enforcement vacuum allowed the illicit market to thrive. The new commissioner created an illicit economy unit in 2018 but it yet to prove its effectiveness at curbing the illicit cigarette trade. Attempts to introduce a tracking-and-tracing system have collapsed after numerous attempts. South Africa has not ratified the Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade in Tobacco Products. Within an environment of weak oversight, the tobacco industry has extensive room to manoeuvre and can do as it pleases.

The South African experience also suggests that an effective sales ban should be synchronised with a ban on the manufacture, transport and distribution of cigarettes, and strong monitoring of these sectors. In South Africa, an untenable situation arose when cigarette sales were forbidden but manufacturers could continue to produce cigarettes, ostensibly for export. The incentive to divert a substantial proportion of those cigarettes to the domestic market, particularly in an environment with poor illicit trade enforcement, would have been hard to resist.

LIMITATIONS

We restrict the focus of this paper to assessing only how effective the sales ban was at limiting the sale of cigarettes, and where sales continued, the changes within the lockdown cigarette market. We do not assess how the ban impacted the spread of COVID-19, or whether it reduced the tobacco-related burden on the public health system, as these assessments are best left to medical and public health experts.

The survey had no specific sampling frame. Because it was an online survey, poorer subgroups of the population were under-represented. Nationally representative surveys in South Africa show that poorer smokers tend to smoke fewer cigarettes per day and are more likely to purchase single sticks than richer smokers. Compared with the smoking population in nationally representative surveys, our survey substantially oversampled females, Whites and the Gauteng and Western Cape provinces, and undersampled males, Africans and the other seven provinces. We considered weighting the data by ethnic group, gender and province to account for this oversampling and undersampling, but because the survey respondents at the bottom end of socioeconomic spectrum do not portray a random draw of smokers from those groups, the data set is not a good candidate for weighting. Weighting may introduce biases, as opposed to correcting for them. Given this drawback, we are unable to make inferences about South Africa’s smoking population, but we can comment on the behaviour of the sample.

We advertised the survey to people who smoked at least one cigarette per day in the week before the lockdown. We explicitly asked people who quit smoking during the lockdown to complete the questionnaire. However, it is possible that people who quit during the lockdown may be under-represented in the survey because they felt that the questionnaire was not relevant to them. It is also possible that some people who were successful quitters at the time of the study may relapse in subsequent weeks and months, which would make them smokers again. These two forces work against each other, and one cannot know which effect dominates.

Our results do not capture the proportion of smokers who may have substituted to other tobacco and/or nicotine products. To the extent that there was substitution to other tobacco products, the public health benefit reported by respondents who have quit cigarettes may be overstated.

There may also be measurement error in so far as individuals did not answer truthfully about whether they were able to purchase cigarettes for fear of being caught, or the number of cigarettes they smoke, because there may be stigmas associated with smoking among specific demographic and cultural groups. We may also encounter biases deriving from the fact that smokers who were motivated to respond to and complete the survey may have been those with stronger opinions about the ban, or who were most affected by the ban, rather than the average smoker.

From the start, it was clear that the sales ban would be temporary. Instead of quitting, many smokers may have decided to circumvent the ban by buying expensive illicit cigarettes for a limited period. The behavioural response of smokers is likely to have been different, had the ban been announced well in advance, or a permanent measure.
CONCLUSION
In an attempt to reduce the negative health impact of COVID-19, South Africa implemented a sales ban on tobacco products. While the original intention of the ban was to reduce smoking prevalence, only a minority of respondents to our online survey managed to quit smoking, while the vast majority of respondents continued to buy cigarettes, despite the ban on tobacco sales.

The demand-side preconditions for an effective sales ban specified in the endgame literature were not in place in South Africa. Smoking prevalence was too high at the outset, there was insufficient cessation support and smokers did not have time to prepare for the ban. South Africa was therefore an inappropriate candidate for the implementation of a sales ban. It is thus incorrect to use the South African experience as evidence in favour, or against, the use of a sales ban as part of an endgame strategy.

Whereas the current thinking on endgame strategies focuses on demand-side preconditions that should be in place if a sales ban is to be successful, the South African experience indicates that supply-side factors are also important. We therefore propose two additional preconditions that need to be in place if sales bans are to work: (1) the illicit market needs to be under control before implementing a ban; and (2) a sales ban must be synchronised with a ban on the manufacture, transport and distribution of cigarettes, as well as strong monitoring of these sectors to ensure that production and distribution cease.
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What this paper adds

What is already known on this subject
► Endgame strategies seek to ultimately abolish tobacco use.
► One such endgame strategy is to prohibit tobacco sales. In 2004, Bhutan became the first, and so far, only, country to implement a ban on the sale, production and distribution of tobacco products.
► The theoretical literature on using a tobacco sales ban as part of an endgame strategy recommends that the strategy be implemented in low-prevalence communities, that the ban be announced well in advance of implementation and that cessation support be made available to help people quit smoking.
► Opponents of a sales prohibition argue that it will lead to increased illicit trade.

What important gaps in knowledge exist on this topic
► No study has used survey data to provide empirical evidence of the impact of an outright ban of commercial tobacco product sales.
► No study uses a case study of a tobacco sales ban to inform recommendations on the preconditions that need to be in place for a ban on tobacco sales to be successful.

What this paper adds
► Using South Africa as a case study, we show the impact of a temporary sales ban on smoking behaviour and the market for cigarettes, for a sample of smokers.
► South Africa’s experience shows why pre-existing, demand-side conditions need to be met before implementing a sales ban.
► Whereas the current thinking on tobacco sales bans focuses on demand-side preconditions that need to be in place for a sales ban to be successful, the South African experience indicates that supply-side factors, particularly the control of illicit trade and tobacco supply chains, are also important in ensuring the success of a sales ban.
► Our results suggest that, in countries where smoking prevalence is still high, and other preconditions for a sales ban are not in place, especially when there are high levels of (preban) illicit trade, a sales ban may greatly increase the illicit trade in cigarettes.
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